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Universal Fit Car Mats

A wide range of stylish car mat sets 

to suit all budgets.  

Manufactured from a wide range of 

materials including hard wearing plush 

velour carpet, resilient NBR rubber or 

automotive carpet.  

Protect your vehicle from mud, snow, 

grass and other causes of stains,  

which can help keep your car looking 

great for longer.

Universal Fit Boot Protection
Keep your boot pristine with ease, 

whether it is a semi tailored PVC,  

cut to fit rubber or a heavy duty 

protection mat.
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Interior

Pet Travel

Keep your pets safe and secure whilst protecting 

your seats from fur and dirt. Our range includes 

small pet hammocks to encase the whole rear seat 

area, back seat protective covers, or boot mattresses

to keep fur babies extra comfortable.

Car seat covers designed to suit a 

wide variety of tastes and budgets.  

The EQUIP range includes luxury 

leather look covers, premium 

comfort foam covers, a splash 

of colour with durable cotton covers 

and quick protect polyester covers.

Keep your boot pristine with ease, 

whether it is a semi tailored PVC,  

cut to fit rubber or a heavy duty 

protection mat.

Universal Fit Car Seat Covers
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Locking
Non Locking

Commercial Vehicle

Ad Blue© Tanks

Exterior

Wheel Trims

 
Specific Fit Replacement Fuel Caps

 
Universal Fit Vehicle Covers

A wide range of modern 

wheel trims. Manufactured 

from premium ABS, they 

are impact, heat and weather 

resistant so stay looking 

great for longer. 

Pressed onto a steel rim and 

using the expanding steel ring 

technology to fix in place.  

Available in 4 sizes:

13inch, 14inch, 15inch & 16inch

Get going in the winter mornings quicker 

with this range of frost protection covers.

   Wiper covers

   Front windshield covers

   Front windshield & mirrors

   Vehicle top cover
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Travel

The EQUIP brand now includes an exciting new range of roof bars.

This range has been designed to meet the highest standards in the market, 

and featuring unparalled technology, surpasses all safety standards.
Roof Bars

 
All in one, the roof racks are ready                 

                 
                 

                 
                 

            

to mount and everything is in the box

Fixing systems are in steel with a cover, not in plastic 

All certified materials

Bars and fixing systems are treated to resist UV 

and scratches

All kits have been tried on the cars they apply to in 

order to ensure a safe fit

Made in Italy

TUV and GS certified line

Every year new cars are introduced, over 30 

new cars in 2017

ALL the spare parts are available

Best value for money on the market

Features & Benefits

Everything you needs to keep 

loads secure

   Boot tie down straps

   Light duty bungee cords

   Light duty tie down straps

   Light duty ratchet straps

   Medium duty bungee cords

   Medium duty ratchet straps

   Heavy duty bungee cords

   Heavy duty ratchet straps

   “Spider” Bungee cords

 
Bungees & Tie Downs

 
Car Tidy

Stay tidy and organised with the EQUIP 

range of interior & boot tidies.  

Whether it’s keeping the kid’s stuff to 

hand in the back, rubbish receptacles 

or securing emergency essentials in the 

boot, we have it covered.
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Safety & Emergency

Booster Cables

Tow Ropes

Tyre Inflators

Quick and easy to use, a range 

of booster cables each designed 

with different ampage to meet 

customers’ requirements, whether 

it be for a motorcycle or a 4L diesel 

with a STOP/START engine there 

is a booster cable available.  

The 350amp also comes with LED 

lights to help when using in dim 

lit conditions.

Range of easy to use tyre inflators:

   Single barrel foot pump

   Double barrel digital foot pump

   Analogue tyre inflator

      Digital tyre inflator

      Rapid digital tyre inflator

All our EQUIP tow ropes comply with 

BS AU187, have quick release metal 

hooks and come with a carry bag

for storage.  

Suitable for a variety of vehicle weights:

   1450Kg/4.5M Tow Rope

   2500Kg/4.5M Tow Rope

   3500kg/4.5M Tow Rope

   2500Kg/3.5-4M Elastic Tow rope
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Safety & Emergency

Fire Extinguishers

Vehicle Lifting

Whether for commercial use or for the home 

enthusast, stay safe whilst carrying out under 

vehicle maintenance. 

Our EQUIP range includes a wide selection of 

vehicle jacks, stands and chocks.  

We even have a undercar creeper to make 

access easier.
All our EQUIP tow ropes comply with 

BS AU187, have quick release metal 

hooks and come with a carry bag

for storage.  

Suitable for a variety of vehicle weights:

   1450Kg/4.5M Tow Rope

   2500Kg/4.5M Tow Rope

   3500kg/4.5M Tow Rope

   2500Kg/3.5-4M Elastic Tow rope

Be prepared for an emergency with 

the EQUIP fire extinguishers.  

Available in 4 different sizes and 

designed for use in vehicles, home, 

offices and for where space is limited.
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Valeting

Brushes

Cloths & Chamois

Experience the latest in 

water-fed, flow-through brush 

designs, soft microfibre-noodle 

brush pads, classic alloy wheel brushes 

and specialist detailing brushes with 

our EQUIP brush range. 

Every brush has been tested in-house to deliver powerful, reliable cleaning 

results to leave the entire car clean, shiny and dust free.

Specially designed for drying and polishing, our broad 

range of cloths and chamois offers a product for every 

valeting job. 

Genuine chamois leathers, modern premium synthetic 

chamois, superfine polishing cloths, high grade 

stockinette and our popular mixed bag of clean rags

will clean and dry all cars to a showroom sparkle.
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Valeting

Microfibre Cloths

Sponges & Pads

Our range of microfibre cloths offer the best results in application, 

buffing, cleaning and drying for each element of the car. 

The diamond-weave microfibre gives a clean, shining finish 

to glass and windscreens, the laser-cut tissue box microfibre 

ensures you always have a clean and lint-free cloth to hand 

and our waffle quick drying products absorb liquid and dries 

the car faster than ever before. 

Invest in a dual buffing and finishing cloth for dedicated 

valeters, to boost the effectivity of all polish and waxes.

Our range of classic sponges, wax polishers 

and honeycomb upholstery sponges are met 

with modern cellulose high-foam wash sponges, 

microfibre wash pads and high-tech waffle 

sponges in our EQUIP sponge and pad range. 

Experience the best results when cleaning and 

washing the car by choosing the right sponge 

for the job.
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In-Car Entertainment

Phone Holders

Cables

Offer your customers the best way to keep 

their phone safe and secure with our wide 

range of in-car phone and device holders.

With dash, screen, vent or CD-slot mounted 

holders, from modern and minimalist to 

flexible swan-neck designs our EQUIP range 

has a style to suit. 

Stay connected with our stylish and practical 

range of EQUIP charging and syncing cables. 

   Made for Apple certified Lightning cables

   Micro cables 

   3 in 1 universal charging cables

   NEW USB-C cables

Also available in 4 other colours: 

Purple Black Pink Blue

Available in 

colours including

Pink

Blue

Green

Purple
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In-Car Entertainment

Charging Solutions 

Cameras & Sensors

Offer your customers the best way to keep 

their phone safe and secure with our wide 

range of in-car phone and device holders.

With dash, screen, vent or CD-slot mounted 

holders, from modern and minimalist to 

flexible swan-neck designs our EQUIP range 

has a style to suit. 

Utilise the charging power of the vehicle, and stay connected 

with a convenient and stylish in-car charger. 

EQUIP are at the forefront of in-car charging technology 

offering wireless in-car phone holders, and magnetic 

wireless in-car phone holders for optimum ease and 

convenience for the busy user. Just touch 

your phone to the magnetic pad & go!

In the event of an incident the ability to own the footage 

can be the difference between success or failure of an 

insurance claim, for many motorists. 

Equally products such as reverse sensors give your 

customers an advantage in tracking their car on the move.

Offer your customers this security at a competitive price 

with EQUIP’s range of Cameras and Sensors.
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Equip
Bury, England, 
UK BL9 6RE. 

CUSTOMER HELPLINE:  
Tel No: +44 (0) 161 764 5981

exhibitions@tetrosyl.com

Equip is a registered  
brand of Tetrosyl Ltd. 

 

Get Equipped

EQUIP is the latest in car

care excellence from automotive

aftermarket leader Tetrosyl.

 
From Safety & Emergency, Travel, 

Interior and Exterior care and 

Valeting to In-Car Entertainment 

and Connectivity we have you covered.

Contact us today for our 
latest offers for your customers


